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sniper ghost warrior 3 has been a long time in the making, and is
definitely not a half-assed shooter. it takes the series in a new direction
that works quite well. the open world setting is a huge bonus, and it gives
you a lot to do. the fact that it has such a tight ballistics model and
weather system gives the player a chance to really take aim. lots of
variety here. while i do not think this game has changed the fps genre
enough to warrant me buying it, i certainly enjoy it. it seems like the
people over at ci:sniper ghost warrior 3are trying to get more than just
your money and your data. i could be wrong, but i dont think developers
are even allowed to collect user data. i'm sure its in the middle of some
back and forth and legal jargon but if that is the case, then it seems
strange that some of the files on my own hard drive are named
suspiciously: "gzip.info", "gzip.xml.gz" and "gzip.tmp.gz". in the end, i
didn't purchase the game, and i didn't download and install a pirated
copy, but ci:sniper ghost warrior 3 still felt like every other game out
there, and thats not good. the back and forth between developers and
users is an interesting observation for sure. ci:sniper ghost warrior 3
proved to be a fun hunting-scavenging experience. the worlds design and
concepts are truly gorgeous, though the effects of the new weather don't
hold up to cg standards. the sound design and audio quality is top notch,
especially when compared to other open world games. there are many
locations and cities with a whole slew of amenities for players to explore.
as always, there are plenty of weapons and killable targets to shoot your
way through. there is a lot going on and quite honestly, it can get a bit
repetitive. you can take down the same guys over and over again, but the
satisfaction of doing so will always be there. ci:sniper ghost warrior 3
provides an excellent hunting and collecting experience that will delight
most shooter fans.
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however, players will want to know how smoothly the long shot contracts
run, how much of an impact things like weather and time of day will have,

and how the ai handles them. unfortunately, i was unable to get a solid
answer to any of these questions. the developers even showed me the

game at gdc a few years back, which showed a couple of contracts maps
with enemies walking to different areas. this was absolutely no help to
this review. sniper: ghost warrior 3 has the potential to be a very deep
and deep open world tactical shooting game and it would be great if it

could demonstrate that. i would rate this game as a 6. the visual design of
the game is incredibly polished. on the other hand i would not say that i
am a fan of the gameplay mechanics. i actually can say that i am not a

fan of sniping in general. i find it to be a terribly unsatisfying experience.
the ai in the game is very spotty and the lack of any input mechanics

would make the game feel even more like a simulation. still, sniper: ghost
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warrior 3 has a lot to offer and it would be smart for them to continue to
improve on their formula and their presentation. first things first, the

sniper: ghost warrior series does a surprisingly good job at making you
feel like you've died to your surroundings. the environments you play are
dense and that dirt and grime from all of the countless bullets fired during

your stay in the area look like you've left the place forever. the game's
take on realism with the real-time death system is really, really, good.

you'll feel like you've really died to those around you. its a welcome relief
from the usual death animations i usually experience where you just fade

off screen and click-clack-clack from one last stand off to another.
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